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Reference- Press release No-29/2021 

   To,  

   Mr. Ravi Sinha 

   Scretary(I/O), TRAI. 

  Dear Sir,     

As demanded the suggestion by the TRAI about exemption of 

the license fee on the revenue earned from fix line broadband 

connections in India or providing direct benefit transfer (DBT) to fix 

line broadband users across India. 

I think the direct benefit transfer to user is the better option 

than to provide the exemption of the license fee because the mostly 

ISP hide the actual quantity of the connections and also DBT system 

discourages unauthorized ISP, are running in all India. He doesn’t 

maintain the transparency on the numbers of customers and 

customer’s services quality.     

It has been seen that new changes are happening in the field of 

Telecommunications every day, now internet has become a very 

important thing and the number of ISP is also increasing but our rural 

areas are untouched for the long times. To bring internet revolution, 

it is necessary to increase the number of license holder ISP’s even in 

rural areas. Our class A or B ISP does not focusing on these rural 

areas due to lack of resources while class C ISP can do a better in this 

area.  
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Our suggestions and benefits as below. 

1. DBT system will increase the no. of internet users and also 

inspired Business men’s to take for own ISP license. 

 

2. If the ISP License number is compulsory to write on ISP`s bills, 

then the revenue income will promote. 

 

 

3. IF Govt implement DBT system to encourage Internet Users then 

the no. of license is also increases then GST, AGR and other tax 

will increase. And good Business practice is Increase in Society.  

 

4. Exemption of the license fee model grow only ISP profit but not 

profitable in promotion of broadband USERS.  

5. If DOT De-Licensed V Band (57-64GHz) frequency that ISP can 

used advance technology for high speed (2.5Gbps, 1 Gigabit per 

second) high capacity wireless links, ideal for urban areas. links 

can be densely deployed in congested cities without interference, 

and without need for digging for cables and fiber optics, which 

can be costly, slow and highly disruptive.    

6. To proliferation of fixed line Boradband Service ,Govt. Can 

provide by default Bank Loan to a NEW ISP Company at time of 

ISP License award with help of UDOF fund. 

 Therefore, if the committee agrees with our suggestion, then 

consider it in the coming time so that help in increase the density 

of broadband connectivity in across India.     

        Regards 

                    Vimal Yash Sahwal 

                    CEO, NetLife Network Pvt Ltd 

         Mo: 8112362001 
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